HERE NOW...
In many of Vitvan's lessons he often speaks of a "new cycle", a "new age", of which he stated is Now. He's
described this as the age of synthetical understanding and functioning - to understand the whole is to
understand the particular, and to understand ones self, one must have an understanding of the whole
cosmic process. Vitvan clarifies further when he says, "In this new cycle, we have to learn all we can about
the subtle forces (the psychic world), the way they work, the way they operate, or we will have a difficult
time being here. Let us learn how to function in the psyche and keep it clean." Vitvan elucidates in stating,
"No man lives alone - every part of the world has an influence on you and me."
Here Now at our Nevada school headquarters, we, as a representative entity, are in process of a reorientation and re-organization, as seems to be the current theme on our planet. The group field, the
teachings as presented by Vitvan, are the foundation on which the School of the Natural Order was
founded. In a 1952 Family Talk, Vitvan details some of what can assist us for a re-orientation to a higher
level during this transition period. He offers that there must be a point of orientation, and this point of
orientation will become a channel through which greater forces (forces beyond our comprehension at our
present level of development) will operate and can operate. That point of orientation will, if it is true to
the natural order, become extremely valuable when faith or dependency in everything else is broken
down.
Vitvan states the main objective of our work is to evolve or develop a system of thought which will
represent the higher level of development, of which will precede the present cycle. In Vitvan's words, "We
have to weather this storm to the best of our ability and secure the facilities with which we can weather
the storm or the deluge. To work and organize the main interest for which the school is formed - the
development of a nucleus of a new cycle orientation, to anticipate the teachings, a system of thought, the
perceptive understanding and so forth, which would characterize that new age or new cycle. That is the
main objective of our work. That's the main objective of our being here. That is the reason and the purpose
for developing these facilities and so forth."
Vitvan reminds us that the group field is not on the objective level. The group field is composed of those
Be-ings integrated in the consciousness of love and harmony and cooperation. In this Now, the school is
inviting those who are interested in an authentic study of the Wisdom Teachings as presented by Vitvan,
to come and contribute in the revitalization and to intensify the group field Vitvan started. Do you have
what it takes to be part of the New Cycle Vision? We welcome you. Reach out at: sno.org.com.
- In Love and Light

